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Abstract. Gene expression analysis does not end in a list of differentially ex-
pressed (DE) genes, but requires a comprehensive functional analysis (FA) of 
the underlying molecular mechanisms. Gene Set and Singular Enrichment 
Analysis (GSEA and SEA) over Gene Ontology (GO) are the most used FA ap-
proaches. Several statistical methods have been developed and compared in 
terms of computational efficiency and/or appropriateness. However, none of 
them were evaluated from a biological point of view or in terms of consistency 
on information retrieval. In this context, questions regarding “are methods 
comparable?”, “is one of them preferable to the others?”, “how sensitive are 
they to different parameterizations?” All of them are crucial questions to face 
prior choosing a FA tool and they have not been, up to now, fully addressed. 

In this work we evaluate and compare the effect of different methods and pa-
rameters from an information retrieval point of view in both GSEA and SEA 
under GO. Several experiments comparing breast cancer subtypes with known 
different outcome (i.e. Basal-Like vs. Luminal A) were analyzed. We show that 
GSEA could lead to very different results according to the used statistic, model 
and parameters. We also show that GSEA and SEA results are fairly over-
lapped, indeed they complement each other. Also an integrative framework is 
proposed to provide complementary and a stable enrichment information ac-
cording to the analyzed datasets. 

1 Introduction 

The complexity and heterogeneity of diseases such as cancer reveals that the identifi-
cation of differentially expressed genes is not enough to decipher the underlying  
phenomena. A proof of this is the large number of molecular signatures for cancer 
stratification for the same phenotype with few overlapping genes between them [3]. 
However, through Functional Analysis (FA) common functionalities have been re-
ported. Functional analysis allows to identify deregulated pathways, biological 
processes, molecular functions, cellular components, etc. Functional Analysis me-
thods are based on the analysis of gene sets instead of individual ones under the as-
sumption that their coordinated action could be used to infer phenotype association 
[7]. One of the most used gene sets definition is the one provided by the Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO)  consortium (http://geneontology.org), a popular ontology with controlled 
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vocabulary (molecular functions, biological processes and cellular components) 
where several genes are associated to each term. This ontology can be interrogated in 
order to devise which terms might have been affected by the experiment. The most 
common methods used for FA are Singular and Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (SEA 
and GSEA respectively). In essence both methodologies try to answer the same ques-
tion “which are the terms that were affected by the phenotype under consideration?”. 
The main difference between both approaches is that, in SEA, the user should provide 
a list of differentially expressed genes to test the enrichment of all the terms in the 
ontology structure. On the other hand, GSEA methods use all the available genes to 
pursue term enrichment, by means of this it claims to reduce the arbitrariness of se-
lecting a gene list using a “cutoff strategy” [12]. 

For both approaches several algorithms have been developed, where each author 
intends to demonstrate or emphasize the superiority of his algorithm over the rest. 
However, all of the available comparisons rely on the evaluation of statistical perfor-
mance in terms of appropriateness of the distributional assumptions, p-value estima-
tion, etc., instead of the information retrieval. Questions like “what is being evaluated 
in GO when using one method or another?”, “are these results independent from the 
method?”, “are they complementary?”, “are all the method equally useful?” have not 
been addressed yet in a comprehensive manner. Here, we analyze and compare both 
SEA and GSEA methods from an information retrieval point of view. The DAVID 
platform [6] for SEA, and for GSEA both the Subramanian [17] (bGSEA hereafter) 
and the mGSZ [11] were evaluated under different input parameter options. 

2 Methods 

In this section we describe: i) FA algorithms, ii) Enrichment consideration criteria, iii) 
Input data and iv) Consensus analysis. 

2.1 Functional Analysis Algorithms 

Despite the fact that both SEA and GSEA approaches can potentially be used with 
any gene set (GS), here we use the GO terms. Every evaluated method presented as 
output report, at least, the list of enriched/deregulated GS. 

Singular Enrichment Analysis 
The DAVID web platform (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov) is one of the most used 
Bioinformatic tool for SEA. The enrichment provided by DAVID is based on Fisher’s 
exact test using a contingency table of DE (not DE) gene vs. in/out the term. Thus,  
it requires as input, two gene lists: the differentially expressed and the background 
reference.  

Gene set Enrichment Analysis 
One of the most used GSEA's strategies is the one proposed by Subramanian et al. 
[17], which is available at the BROAD Institute website (http://broadinstitute.org). 
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Here, the enrichment score (ES) is calculated from the rank value of all gene members 
in the GS. Thus, bGSEA can be feed with both a pre-ranked gene list (from a suitable 
metric) or the expression matrix in order to rank the genes by means of signal to noise 
ratio. In this work both strategies were compared. Then the ES is calculated using 
equation (1):  , ∑  ∑  ,   ∑       (1) 

where S is any gene set, i is the i-th analyzed gene set, gj is the gene  associated to the 
j-th ranking value rj of the ordered expression matrix, NH = #S, N = #genes, , W is a an integer value and ES(S) = max deviation from 0 of (ES(S,i)) 

In equation (1), W could be set to {0, 1 or 2} thus providing weighted (smoothed) 
versions of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic. Then, the significance of the ES 
statistic is estimated through a permutation strategy over the gene labels or the sample 
phenotype, and generating a Null distribution of ES to estimate term enrichment  
p-value. The default option for W is 1, however it is the effect of the other available 
options is not clear, although software guideline suggest different parameterizations 
according to data inputs. Here, it was evaluated both permutation strategies as well as 
the set of W values. Another GSEA method compared here is mGSZ which is claimed 
to be one of the most appropriate ones, in terms of statistical significance over ES. The 
method is based on Gene Set Z-scoring function (GSZ) and asymptotic p values using 
sample and (implicitly) gene permutation thus, requiring to evaluate less permutations. 

Ontology Analysis 
The GO structure was used to define the GSs. In DAVID platform the GO structure is 
already included in the database, and as suggested by Fresno et al., we did not limit the 
size of the GSs. On the contrary, the user needs to input the GSs to bGSEA and mGSZ. 
We used the org.Hs.eg.db R library in order to provide the same GO terms. However, 
the default options for bGSEA limits the GS size between 15 and 500 genes, whereas, 
mGSZ only sets the minimum to 6 genes. In order to make a fare comparison, the 
mGSZ approach was evaluated using its default limits and bGSEA ones. 

2.2 Enrichment Consideration Criteria 

A term would be considered as enriched according to each author’s recommendation 
(when available): 
 

SEA: p-value <= 0.05 
bGSEA phenotype permutation: 

Adjusted False Discovery Rate (FDR) p-value <= 0.25 
bGSEA gene  permutation (includes pre-ranked): FDR <= 0.05 
mGSZ: p-value <= 0.01 
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2.3 Input Data 

Given the fact that there is no “gold standard”, the methods were evaluated on six 
freely available Breast Cancer (BC) datasets from Bioconductor repository (Table 1). 
For each dataset, BC identification was carried out using PAM50 algorithm [13] and 
only the resulting 741 subjects from Luminal A and Basal-Like subtypes were se-
lected for further analysis. These subtypes have very different biological underlying 
mechanisms, hence it is a priori expected to have many terms enriched. Then, the raw 
expression matrix of these subjects was built for each dataset. Only the genes with a 
valid Entrez Gene ID were used. 

SEA Input 
It has been demonstrated that different lengths of the background reference (BR) list 
could lead to different results [4]. Here, we evaluate and compare the BR strategies 
proposed by Fresno et al., and used the genome (BRI) and the reliable genes detected 
on the experiment (BRIII). In order to automate the query process, the RDAVID-
WebService R package [5] was used. The number of genes used in BRIII for each 
dataset is shown in Table 1.  

The second input list is the differentially expressed (DE) genes, which was ob-
tained for each dataset using the treat function from limma R library [15]. The treat 
method [8] declares a gene as DE if its fold change is significantly (p value < 0.01 in 
this case) greater to a given fold change (treatLfc). The fold change was chosen in 
order to provide a gene list length about 5% of the BRIII length (Table 1). 

Table 1. Subjects subtype assignation for each dataset 

 #Basal #LumA #Genes treatLfc #DE 

Vdx [9, 20] 91 108 13,091 0.75 611 (4.7%) 

Nki [18, 19] 70 105 13,108 0.2 568 (4.3%) 

Transbig [1] 46 66 13,091 0.6 628 (4.8%) 

Upp [10] 34 69 18,528 0.3 932 (5%) 

Unt [16] 22 40 18,528 0.25 1059 (5.7%) 

Mainz [14] 33 57 13,091 0.45 605 (4.6%) 

#: number of subjects, DE stands for differentially expressed genes and treatLfc 
stands for the absolute log fold-change used in treat function call. 

bGSEA Input 
Typically bGSEA can be fed with the expression matrix and the sample class label. 
However, a one column pre-ranked gene list can also be used. In this case, the treat 
with treatLfc=0 was used to assign the statistical p-value (p) for each gene in the data-
set. Then, the genes were pre-ranked according to 1-p and -log(p) metrics. 
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2.4 Consensus Analysis 

Since no gold standard exists, for SEA and GSEA results, the enrichment overlap 
between the different datasets was used as a surrogate index of appropriateness. An 
enrichment matrix EMxT={eij} was built, where each column (T) holds for a GO term 
and each row (M) for a method per dataset combination.  Then, each cell eij of the 
matrix could be defined as: 1                0         1         

Only the GO terms that were enriched in at least one Mi were kept for consensus 
analysis. A hierarchical clustering approach was applied on E to group similar 
enrichment profiles and a heatmap was constructed for visualization purposes. 

3 Results 

3.1 Overall Analysis 

Result integration for the different datasets allow us to provide inter-study validation 
(i.e., deregulated terms in one dataset might also be deregulated in other datasets) as 
stated by Edelman et al. [2]. A high variability was found between methods as well as 
within each method’s parameterizations. 

The distribution of the number of enriched terms over the different datasets for 
each method is shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows that bGSEA methods (pre-ranked, 
gene (gP) and phenotype permutation (pP)) were very sensitive to the weight “W” of 
equation (1), and also showed very different behavior depending on the method used. 
For instance, pre-ranked methods (1-p or –log(p)) showed almost no enriched terms 
when W>0, but for W=0 many terms were present as expected for the biological set-
ting. Both pre-ranking, by means of 1-p or -log(p), enriched the same terms since they 
provide exactly the same rank order when W=0. 

For phenotype permutation with W=0 almost no enriched terms were found as no-
ticed in the pre-ranked case. On the contrary W=2 generates several terms enriched 
and with very stable results between datasets. In the case of W=1 the median value 
kept similar to the one of W=2, but a greater variability can be observed. Moreover, 
only two terms were enriched in common in all datasets. This method also presents 
the highest extreme value for Nki dataset with 724 and 1058 enriched terms for W=1 
and W=2, respectively. The weight effect is inverse for gene permutation, since W=2 
produces fewer number of enriched terms and shows greater variability across data-
sets than using W=0 and W=1. The case with W=0 produces almost the double (565 
terms) of enriched terms than W=1, however, only 224 of these terms are commonly 
enriched in all datasets. 

The mGSZ method proved to be very sensitive to GS size. When GS size is limited 
to [5, ∞] the number of enriched terms double in median as well as in variance their 
competitor methods. On the other hand, if GS size is limited to [15, 500] the number 
of enriched terms is very stable through the datasets. 
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The SEA presents very stable results across the datasets regardless of the chosen 
reference. Moreover, BRI enriches the same terms as BRIII plus very general (non-
specific)3.2 GSs with large number of genes. 

 

Fig. 1. Boxplots of enrichment count of each method for all datasets. 

3.2 Enrichment Comparison 

The evidence of the former section suggest that some methods are equivalent or do 
not provide valid enrichment information. Hence, we dismissed from analysis hereaf-
ter the following methods: pre-ranked methods with W>0, gP with W=0 and W=2, pP 
with W=0 and W=1, SEA with BRI, and mGSZ with GS size of [15, 500]. Heatmap 
visualization of E matrix is shown in Fig. 2, where dataset and method combinations 
are clustered by rows and GO terms represented in columns. It can be observed that in 
each method Mj some terms were not analyzed (in red) but they were analyzed and 
enriched (yellow) by others. Additionally, high consensus between datasets over each 
method was observed suggesting the appropriateness of the consensus approach 
which supports the biological information retrieval approach. The bGSEA strategy 
shows great enrichment variability (the methods do not cluster together) compared to 
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enriched through all the datasets by bGSEA, but also additional terms that are not 
considered by this method. Given these considerations, the authors propose to use a 
pipeline for meta-functional enrichment of gene expression experiments, which con-
sist in the integration of the results obtained with SEA with BRIII and mGSZ with 
default parameters. The strength of this pipeline relies on complementary approaches 
that enhance the biological interpretation of the analyzed phenotypes. 
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